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Aim: Obtain optimal constraints on the 
quintessence potential. We assume that 
quintessence has already been tested 
against alternative dark energy models.

Strategy: Parametrize the quintessence potential 
and predict observables as functions of 
those parameters. Constrain using 
MCMC parameter fitting.
For now, we focus on supernova data.



Standard 
approach:

Parametrize equation of state, eg
  w(z) = w0 + w1z + ... 
Determine those and relate to the potential 
using some approximate relations.

Our 
approach:

Parametrize the quintessence potential               
V(Ф) = V0 + V1Ф + V2Ф2 + …

We take Ф=0 at the present epoch, and the 
field may roll in either direction.

Huterer and Turner 1999; Starobinsky 1998

Cf Direct reconstruction of the inflaton potential, Grivell and Liddle 2000



Features
Numerical computation of observational quantities 
yields optimal constraints on the potential, and 
automatically gives error covariances.

Present velocity of the scalar field is an arbitrary 
parameter, also to be fit from data.

Treatment is very general and includes

Scalar field rolling on a flat potential.
Scalar field rolling uphill on a potential.
Scalar field oscillations.



M=absolute magnitude 
of SN1A

M*=some fiducial 
estimate of M

Connection to SNIA data 

Fitting distance modulus

where

Data: 157 SNe from “gold” sample of Riess et al.



Results: cosmological constant

Nothing 
surprising

D = 2



Results: flat potential, rolling field

Mild preference for 
field to roll, cut off 

by prior

D = 3



Results: linear potential, rolling field
D = 4

We also did a 
quadratic potential 
but the system 
becomes essentially 
unconstrained by 
the data.



Boxes indicate regions 
where the field is 
presently rolling uphill. 
The maximum likelihood 
model is of this type.



Boxes indicate regions 
where the field is 
presently rolling uphill. 
The maximum likelihood 
model is of this type.

Soon after our paper appeared, 
Csaki, Kaloper and Terning 
(astro-ph/0507148) produced a 
phenomenological model with 
the field rolling uphill.

dark energy based on w < −1. Motivated by this line of thought, we have already exorcised
the phantom from w < −1 once [20], having shown that photon-axion conversion combined
with cosmic acceleration driven by a cosmological constant can easily fool an observer into
thinking that w < −1, in fact faking w as low as −1.5. Another, less efficient and more
fine tuned, method to fake w < −1 without ghosts could be to weaken gravity in the far
infrared [40,41]. Thus at least in principle it is possible to have the dark energy equation of
state parameter w appear to be more negative than −1 without any phantasms.

In this note, we present yet another method to mimic w < −1. It is very simple. It
involves a quintessence field going up the potential slope. Imagine that the quintessence
potential is asymmetric around some minimum, with a curvature which may change by
O(φ) contributions as the field passes through the minimum. The field may end up initially
frozen by Hubble friction on a steeper side of the potential well. Then as the universe cools,
the field is eventually released as H decreases below the effective mass, and starts to roll
down the steeper slope picking up speed (see Fig. 1). We imagine that this occurs some
time around z = 2 − 3. As the field picks up speed the kinetic energy is converted into
potential energy and the universe will eventually be dominated by dark energy. Because
the quintessence field is rolling up the potential, the cosmic acceleration increases at lower
redshifts, lifting the Hubble diagram curve up at low redshifts. The quicker the increase,
the higher the lift. Reproducing such behavior in a model of dark energy with a constant w
requires w < −1. Because the effect is embedded in the metric relations in the universe, it
could in principle be seen in the CMB and large-scale structure observations as an increase
of the acceleration rate, to be properly identified as dark energy with variable∗ w > −1.
However those observations do not yet have the ability to discern such fine structure in
w [6]. Hence, the upward mobility of the quintessence can trick an observer into deducing
w < −1 from the geometry of the universe. Nevertheless, this is accomplished without
negative energies or negative norm states. The effective field theory is perfectly normal.

Figure 1: Sketch of the form of the potential including an example of the possible non-linear
behavior before the onset of the linear regime.

For such dynamics one needs a potential for the quintessence field with a very gentle slope,
which the quintessence field has been climbing for the significant part of the last 14 billion

∗Some aspects of possible misidentification of varying w as a dark energy with w < −1 have been
considered in [16].
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Though it could just have been flat!
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Model selection: which model is best?
Model selection statistics (eg Bayesian evidence, Parkinson’s talk 
on Sunday) set up a tension between goodness of fit and model 
simplicity. We use an approximation to the evidence known as the 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, see Liddle astro-ph/0401198).
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BIC=−2lnLmax+D lnN



Model selection summary

D=2 D=3 D=4 D=5

BIC 187.2 191.2 196.2 198.7

Cosmological constant model has the 
lowest BIC and so is the preferred 
fit, even though other models give 

higher maximum likelihood.

∆BIC Evidence

2 Positive
6+ Strong



Conclusions
Optimal method for constraining quintessence 
potentials.

Cosmological constant model is the preferred fit to the 
SN data.

For SN data alone, allowing the field to roll is more 
strongly supported by the data than allowing the 
potential to be non-flat.

Future directions: include spatial curvature (done), 
slow-roll approximation, incorporate more data types, 
extend model selection to compute Bayesian evidence ...




